PRODUCT INFORMATION

ADDON T5

Small speaker.
Big surprise.

AUDIO PRO ADDON T5 - Compact Wireless Bluetooth Speaker - HiFi
Colours: Coal Black, Arctic White, Storm Grey, Warm Orange, Dirty Pink

SMALL WIRELESS SPEAKER WITH BIG SOUND

ADDON T5
Addon T5 is an amazing little speaker that
carries a big punch. With optimized acoustic
design to render stunning dynamics, deep bass
and acoustic pressure in abundance, the Addon
T5 performs bigger than it looks and will surprise
the most inveterate hifi enthusiast. The T5 suits
smaller to medium size rooms with ease. And for
that extra party punch, adding the Addon SUB
will provide a deep bass sensation.
DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MIND
The Addon T5 is dedicated to music. No gadgets, silly features or decorations. This is a no
nonsense speaker with great sound in focus.
A clean Scandinavian design that will make a
statement in any room.

ADDON T5
Addon T5 is an amazing little speaker that
carries a big punch. With optimized acoustic
design to render stunning dynamics, deep bass
and acoustic pressure in abundance, the Addon
T5 performs bigger than it looks and will surprise
the most inveterate hifi enthusiast.
TOP 3 FEATURES:
- Wireless with Bluetooth
- Premium materials
- Award winning sound

TOP 3 FEATURES:
Wireless with Bluetooth
Play all your music easily with Bluetooth 4.0.
Genuine materials
Built with solid aluminium, dense wood cabinet
and a real leather handle.
Awardwinning sound
With multiple awards around the world praising
the stunning sound from the T5, your music will
be heard as intended.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Powered stereo speaker with bass reflex
Amplifier: Digital Class D amplifier, 2x8W + 25W
Tweeter: 2 x ¾” textile dome tweeter
Woofer: 1 x 4”
Frequency range: 50–20.000Hz
Crossover frequency: 3.800Hz
Dimensions HxWxD: 130 x 250 x 150 mm
Inputs: Bluetooth V4.0 + Aux In 3.5mm stereo
Outputs: USB DC OUT /max 5V, 1000mA
Power consumption STB/ON: 0.44W/3.7W
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